
AWESOME AVATAR TEMPLATE

Although I recommend you try and encompass your ideal individual into one avatar, you may need to create 
a couple - depending on your brand, approach, and overall story. As often is the case, less is more. The only 
thing creating lots of avatars achieves is trying to please everyone.

This usually results in people liking your story, rather than fall head over heels in love.

**The template is on the next page, and below, instructions about each section**

NAME = This may seem cosmetic, but it’s vital to give your Awesome Avatar a name. You may like to leave 
this part until the end though, as I find it easier to name someone once I know them a little. Giving your 
customer a name transform them into a real person - rather a thing you’re trying to sell to.

GENDER = Is your ideal audience man or woman? Are they gender neutral? If they’re the latter, do you need 
to create two avatars to ensure your connecting with them properly?

RELATIONSHIP STATUS = Is your ideal audience married with a family, or single and free to roam the land?

AGE = Try give your Awesome Avatar an age range of five years (for example, 18-23 years). Anything more 
than this becomes too general. You may want to say they’re a millennial, but drill deeper. A 30-year-old is in a 
different place in life to a 40-year-old. Saying someone is 50+ just doesn’t cut it, I’m afraid.

EDUCATION = Is your Awesome Avatar currently studying? Do they have a college degree or a high school 
one? The type of education a person has can offer a great insight into their buying and communication 
preferences, and the types of places they hang out.

OCCUPATION = What kind of job does your Awesome Avatar have? Part time… full time… office based… 
virtual… do they tend to fit into a particular industry type?

JOB LEVEL = Are you looking to connect with business owners or executives? Are they up and coming 
entrepreneurs or serial ones with several businesses to their name? Are they at the bottom of the ladder 
working their way up, or at the top in charge of huge teams?

ANNUAL INCOME = The amount of disposable income a person has can play a huge role in things. But 
money is relative, for a large wage may only tell half the story (a family, mortgage, responsibilities…) 

LOCATION = Are they city folk or rural commuters? Do they live in a particular country or region? Are they a 
modern nomad who travel and roam the lands? Does their location even matter, or is the fact they’re online 
all you need to know?

BUYING PREFERENCE = Do they live life on a budget or have a lot of disposable income? Are they price 
sensitive or quality focussed? Do they prefer to head online or offline? Are they impulse shoppers or steady 
hands?



COMMUNICATION PREFERENCE = What kind of content do they consume… magazines, TV, blogs, 
newspapers, social media? Or do they rely on word of mouth and social proof? Do they live on online or 
spend their days at conferences and physical events?

HOBBIES/INTERESTS = What does your Awesome Avatar do for fun? How do they spend their spare time? 
Again, do they spend their hours online or offline? With people or on their lonesome? Family or friends?

HANGOUTS = It’s time to get specific and name some actual places your Awesome Avatar heads to: 
Linkedin, The Huff Post, SXSW, Inc Magazine, Starbucks… where do they hangout and spend their 
minutes? Be specific. You need actual examples, not generic and rough ideas.

100 WORD BIO = Sum all this up in a 100 words. Imagine you’re writing their About Page/Bio and need to 
sum up who they are, what they do, and how they do it in a 100 words or less. Be specific and to the point.

TWEETABLE BIO = I love a less is more approach, as I’m sure you’ve noticed. Sum up your Awesome 
Avatar in 140 characters. Keep all the goodness and rid the mess. Be specific and super to the point.
  



 

NAME: RELATIONSHIP STATUS:

GENDER: AGE: EDUCATION:

OCCUPATION: JOB LEVEL:

ANNUAL INCOME: LOCATION:

100 WORD BIO:

TWEETABLE BIO:

BUYING PREFERENCE:

COMMUNICATION PREFERECE:

HOBBIES/INTERESTS:

HANGOUTS:



You may need to create a couple Awesome Avatars, because it isn’t always as simple as targeting a single 
individual. Don’t go overboard, though. If you find yourself creating 5 or 6, take a step back. 

You’re trying to please too many people, and this rarely ends well.

And remember your awesome avatar evolves over time. You’ll know them and understand them better in a 
month… a year… two… ten. It’s how it goes, and you’ll never truly know them well enough. Every time you 
think you’ve cracked it, you’ll unearth something new.

And you’re creating a stereotype of sorts here. Not everyone will fit into this avatar like a hand in a glove. The 
point is to summarise your audience as specifically as possible, because crafting a story for a person is 
much easier than a group. This is why we give him or her a name.

——————————————————————————

CAN YOU SPARE A DOLLAR? If you find value in this Free 30 Day Course, please consider leaving me a 
tip. After all, 100+ hours went into making this, so if you can, Please Click Here:

SHARE THE LOVE:                     Tweet This                    Share This

http://selz.co/1x8H3Lr
http://spredd.it/hB82oTCa
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/10XZEiB

